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Some things you should know about teaching forces to young
children.

 Forces are not energies. Always correct children who talk about a force as
an energy. Energy refers to something different in science. A force is a
process that causes a change in an object.  We usually see the effect of a
force rather than the force itself.

 A force changes an object’s shape, speed or direction – this is a good
phrase to teach children to help them to recognise when a force is acting on
an object.

 More than one force can act on an object creating at times a complex
situation to unravel. Consequently, when asking children to recognise forces
they need to think differently and step outside ‘usual’ ways of looking at
things.

 There are two types of forces, ‘contact forces,’ like pushes and pulls and
‘forces acting at a distance,’ like gravity and electrostatics.

 To identify the forces acting on an object, isolate the object before thinking
about which forces are acting on it. For example, take a cup on a table. Think
about the cup itself when you start looking for the forces acting on it rather
than ‘the cup on a table’. This might sound plain obvious, but we have to stop
thinking the obvious with forces!

 Use arrows to show the direction of forces acting on the object, but
importantly anchor these arrows to the object. This can be done physically,
if you have cut out arrows the children are sticking on to objects, or drawn on
the object itself if on a drawing. Do not teach forces by having arrows floating
beside the object to show the forces because forces act on not beside
objects!

Example:

Pull up
from
string

Gravity – earth’s
pull weight

Notice here the arrows
are anchored in the
objects – correctly
showing that forces act
on objects

The cup is tied with a piece of string to the clamp. It
hangs from the clamp. The arrows are in opposite
directions representing balanced forces acting on
the object and therefore it is motionless.
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So: anchor your arrows!

Adding in forces!

Like this, set up scenarios around the classroom and give the children lots of stick-on
arrows. Ask them to identify and explain the forces acting on objects.

Notice here the arrows
are incorrectly put
outside the object–which
might lead one to believe
the forces act around
objects rather than on
them. It’s a small thing,
but if children are
allowed to do this,
misconceptions about
forces being ‘in the air’ or
‘around objects’ may
become embedded.

Push up from wedge

Gravity – earth’s pull down

Friction –
pull of one
surface on
another.

The pull from gravity is greater
than the push up from the
wedge because the wedge
slopes, however, friction acts as
a pull on the trainer so the
forces acting on the object
balance and the object is still.
An increase in the slope of the
wedge would have to be
counteracted by a greater
frictional pull. If the gradient of
the slope increased, the
gravitational pull will eventually
be greater than the surface
friction and the trainer will fall
forward.
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Common errors – ‘made up’ forces you think are still there…

The kick to the ball was a push acting on the ball (it changed the ball’s shape, speed
or direction). Once the touch ceased, so did the force acting on the ball. The ball
stays on the ground because of the pull of the earth’s gravity, but it doesn’t fall
through the floor because of the push up from the floor. The ball eventually slows
down because friction and air resistance act on the ball (change the ball’s shape,
speed or direction). If there was no friction or air resistance the ball would carry on
and on, not because a push is acting on the ball, but because no other force causes
a change to shape, speed or direction.

This is the same if you throw a ball up in the air. Once the ball is in mid-air there is
no longer a push up. The ball will keep going up and up until gravity and air
resistance change (yes you’ve guessed it) its shape, speed or direction. Then the
ball begins to fall back down!

So when identifying forces always remember:

1) Isolate the object – think differently!
2) Use arrows to show the forces acting on the object.
3) Anchor the arrows in the object, not around it.

Watch out for ‘made up’ forces that aren’t acting any longer.

Push up from floor

Push from kick Pull of air resistance

Frictional pull from floor surface

Gravity – earth’s pull

The forces acting on a ball that has been kicked along the floor.

A common mistake is
to say a push is acting
on the ball here.
However, once the
touch of the foot on
the ball ends so the
push ends too!


